
STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAY SAFETY

AND MOTOR VEHICLES
DIVISION OF DRIVER LICENSES

DRIVING TEST _ CUSTOMER INFORMATION SHEET

The following information is provided to help you with the road test portion ofyour driver
iicense examination.

Please remain ca1m. I hope you display the driving skills and attitude necessary to qualify for a
Florida driver license. There aie no quotas to meet and I do not benefit from failures in any way.

Adequate preparation and knowledge are your responsibility. I am not permitted to teach you
how to drive. It is my responsibility to observe and record your performance according to the
established laws, rules aad regulations.

There are no tricks on the test and I will not ask you to do anything illegal. I will give you
directions as we go along. Please pay close attention and obey all speed limits, traffic laws and
signs, throughout tlre test.

Any driving violation that could result in a traffic citation will immediately disqualifl, you.
Some other reasons for disqualification are excessive points, a crash, a dangerous action, lack of
cooperation, coaching from others, refusal to perform a maneuver, or an attempt to bribe or
coerce me.

I wili discuss your driving test results with you when we return to the office. My decision about
your performance is hnal in all cases.

Driving tests are administered when it is raining but not when the route is considered hazardous
due to standing water or violent weather.

You must provide a vehicle for the driving test. The vehicle must:
1. Have a valid iicense plate.
2. Have a valid vehicle registration
3. Have proof of valid Personal Injury Protection and Property Damage Liability Insurance.
4. Pass a vehicle safety inspection.
5. Have operable seatbelts (exception: cars manufactured prior to 1968 and trucks

manufacfured prior to 1972).

-Over-
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It is your responsibility to know how to perform the maneuvers listed in the Florida
Driver's Handbook. You will be asked to demonstrate some of the maneuvers during the
road test, they are but not limited to:

Straight-in Parking
Park your vehicle in an 18' x 9'parking space with parking standards on both sides of the space.
The rear parking standards represent the rear of the parking spaco. The forward markers
represent the center of the parking space. The vehicle should be centered in the parking space
without anv Dart of the vehicle extendins out into the traffic lane.

Turnabout (also know as a Three-Point Turn, K-Turn, or Y-Turn)
Tum your vehicle around in a 30' to 40' area and go in the opposite direction without doine a U-
tum.

Quick Stop- 
Stop youi vEh-fcle quickly-and sa-fely wiihout-sTidingir skiddintthe-ifrei: 

-

Backing
Back your vehicle 50 feet at a slow speed. Look through the rear window whenever practical
instead ofusing the rear-view mirrors.

Parking on a Hill (simulated on courses without hills)
You will be asked to demonstrate what you would do to prevent your vehicle from rolling out
into traffic if you were going to leave it parked facing up or down a hill.

This information is intended to assist you in obtaining your Florida driver license. We wish you

the best of luck on your test and you have our sincere wishes for many years ofsafe motoring.
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